27 Jan 2021
Statement of Common Ground - ref EX213 - Land at The Meadway HS27
Dear Mr Middleton
I wish to raise the matter of both inaccuracy and omissions in the Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG), ref EX213. A SoCG was signed between Hertfordshire County Council, Welwyn
Hatfield Borough Council, Northaw and Cuffley Parish Council and Stonebond Properties
Limited.
1. Residents were not consulted and as a result the SoCG incorrectly states there are only 70
homes on The Meadway
The accurate number of properties plus those with planning approval on The Meadway is
86 ie an underestimate in the SoCG of 23%
74 homes are existing dwellings and there is planning permission for a further 12. The 86
properties comprise
a) 70 homes with Meadway addresses
b) No 73 Station Rd on the corner of The Meadway which can only be only accessed from the
Meadway. This is a block of 4 flats - planning approval ref S6/1990/0323/FP. Photograph
below

c) On the opposite corner at No 71 Station Road, Cuffley Motors, has planning permission for
12 flats, ref 6/2016/0887/MAJ . Access under planning permission is the existing access from
The Meadway. Photograph below

2. The Meadway has been reclassified as a major access road without an independent
survey of the road by any of the Local Authorities. The developers’ technical report states
that the carriageway is 5.5 metres wide and the road is “more akin to a Major Access Road”.
The report does not indicate where this measurement was taken or whether all the criteria
for a major access road have been met. HCC has always classified The Meadway as a minor
access road. The evidence of this is that it is never gritted in the winter.
3. Road Hazards have not been considered in the SoCG. At the Meadway T-junction there is
limited visibility of oncoming traffic from Goffs Oak, to the East and from the Station exit, to
the West. The Goffs Oak traffic is hidden by the brow of a hill, and the traffic leaving the
Station is hidden by the Bridge House block of flats.
Station Road (the B156) is recognised as a heavily trafficked route. Prior to the Covid lockdown
HCC’s monitoring of traffic volumes showed c18,000 vehicles per day used the B156. The
developers’ technical report only gives stats for the one hour am and pm peak periods (08000900 and 1700- 1800) Clearly the B156 speeds quoted are slower at peak times than when
the traffic is lighter and flowing faster. Restricted visibility becomes a particularly significant
problem outside peak times. This has not been assessed.
The B156 is a major east/west route and is busy all day. Restricted visibility, plus constant
traffic travelling at 30mph and above, result in an extremely hazardous T junction. One
resident has had her vehicle written off at this junction. I myself was shunted on the B156
whilst stationery in my car and waiting to safely turn right into The Meadway.
4. Parking on the Meadway is only limited for 2 hours per day
A resident whose home is close to the T junction has provided evidence of the daily problems
caused by vehicles parked on The Meadway
“ I have difficulty in exiting from my property when times are normal (pre Covid), the parking is so
bad that one cannot see what traffic is advancing. This is before I take the perilous step of trying to
turn right towards Station Road. I have asked for double yellow lines to be put outside my
property. The council says that an opinion was taken on our road which was about five years

ago, when I bought the property, and that it may be years before they get round to The Meadway

again. You can imagine my feelings with the possibility of more traffic coming along the
road.”
Additionally outside the 2 hours of daily parking restrictions, vehicles parking on both sides
of The Meadway restrict vehicles’ passage along the narrow road.
In summary :
No independent survey of The Meadway has been under taken by any of the Local
Authorities to establish if it qualifies as a major access road under all the criteria in The
Roads in Hertfordshire Design Guide.
The SoCG will result in a total of 146 homes forced to use a T Junction where the hazards of
restricted visibility have not been taken into consideration. The SoCG incorrectly states that
the total number of homes will be 130. The hazardous restricted vision in both directions at
the T junction was not referred to in the SoCG, whereas the NPPF has an emphasis on safe
access to new properties.
The 16 homes with Station Road addresses (actual and with permission) with sole access
from The Meadway were not referred to in the SoCG. The total number of homes on The
Meadway was understated. Consequently, the number of vehicle trips which will be
generated was also understated.
All these factors should result in the original proposal for 30 homes, as agreed in the 2016
Plan, not being exceeded
Yours sincerely
Andrea Allgood

